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SUMMARY

In  the  period  of  creating  this  final  year  project,  the  author  worked  in  Coventry 
University’s robot laboratory and programmed ABB IRB 140 robot. He has become familiar 
with the programming methods, which can be used for controlling the machine. He acquires 
knowledge and experience as it  would be in real-world factory,  skills as programming on 
RAPID language and error fixing. The practice with automation devices is a big advantage 
and will help for future growing of the author and becoming an experienced engineer. 

The final year project is including report of the author’s experiments and laboratory 
works. 
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INTRODUCTION

Many ages ago the human beings needed to do jobs which required more power than a 
person has. Facing this problem, the man decided to find out how to solve the task. And he 
started to use trees and metal rods to move big stones. The man began to use something else 
to help him. In the ages the instruments that help human has been improved.

Nowadays humans are using robots for the jobs that he don’t like, can’t do alone or 
with the same efficiency as a machine. Some of the factories are working 24 hours a day to 
cover the needs of materials which they produce. To perform non-stop, there should be people 
who are working all night long. Robots can replace humans also in factories which prime and 
raw materials are toxic or can damage workers health. 

As God created humans by his likeness, the humans imagine and create the robots to 
look like them. Most of the robots are made as humanoids or like other biological species. 
This have some logically explanation, because the Nature is perfect. We want our creatures to 
be ideal and we made them by inspiration from something perfect.

The most industrial robots are made and look like a human arm. These machines can 
do exactly the same as a real human, even more accurately and tireless. Unfortunately this is 
only about the movements, but not about the decisions, visual and audio senses.

To have benefits of installing a robot, the manufacturer has to calculate and decide 
about  a  variety  of obstacles.  The robots have to  replace  enough humans,  so the  payback 
period should be as short as possible (Hartley 1983).
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STRUCTURE   OF THE ROBOT  

For better knowing and controlling a robot, it is necessary to understand its structure 
and working.  The ABB IRB 140 robot consists  of a two main parts.  The first  one is the 
control panel (fig. 01). It is a big box, in which are situated the main devices and indicators, 
which are necessary for controlling and programming the robot. The backup battery and the 
memory drive are inside. On the front pane are the main switcher, time counter, mode selector 
and emergency stop button. There is a holder over the panel for the teach pendant. On the 
right side of the panel is attached a module with indicators for every action that robot takes – 
moving links, stopping, setting gripper or waiting time. On the same device is situated the 
switcher  for  the  mode.  The  teach  pendant  (fig.  02) is  the  input  device  which  stands  for 
entering the programming data  and controlling the motions  of the arm.  On it  are situated 
keyboard, emergency button, two buttons for setting and resetting the gripper manually, and 
“hold-to-run” button.

The second part is the robot’s body (fig. 03). It consists of links and joints, actuators, 
wrist, end effector. Before the robot can do a process, firstly it should reach the target. The 
transport  system  is  made  of  links  and  joints.  These  are  the  basic  elements  of  a  robot, 
necessary to achieve the required position for executing an operation. The wrist is used to 
adjust the end effector at the right direction. The end effector may vary depending on the 
purpose which is made for. This is the device which is actually “doing” the operation. To 
move, the robot uses a force, created by actuators. The IRB 140 robot uses electrical motors 
as actuators. They are situated in the robot’s joints. Other types of actuators that could be used 
are pneumatic and hydraulic (Ghosal 2006).
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IRB 140 Control Panel
(fig. 01)

The teach pendant
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IRB 140 Robot’s body
(fig. 0  3)  

SAFETY

Unfortunately in the industry and machine technology hazards exist. The machines are 
strong and can damage a human being. The risk of injury has to be avoided or if not possible 
– to be minimized. The only way a robot can harm a human is to reach him. This determines 
the first safety instruction in which the area of robots workplace have to be fenced. Other risk 
of injury could be electrical shock. All cables and conductors must not be unplugged. Any 
kind of repairing the robots electrical parts must be done when the power is switched off.

When programming online, the robot should be tested at a low speed and manually 
controlled mode. This could avoid any human injuries or harming the robot itself. The robot 
moves slowly and every unwanted move could be predicted and stopped by the programmer. 
If a program error occurs and the robots is to damage someone or something, the technician 
has to push one of the emergency buttons, founded on the fence around the robots workplace 
or the one on the teach pendant. If the robot is in manual mode, the robot can be jogged using 
the “hold to run” button. Releasing this button will stop the robot immediately.
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The robot can be switched on only if  all  safety buttons and the door interlock are 
closed, all emergency stops are released and nobody is inside the robots workplace. The robot 
should be switched off in the starting position. All programs have to be stopped. If a program 
is running and the robot is switched off, when the robot is switched on again, it will continue 
the program from the point that is stopped. This is unexpected move and can lead to damage.

The ABB IRB 140 robot is extremely heavy and strong. This requires a careful work 
and knowledge about how to protect the humans and the technical equipment from harming 
and destroying. The robot laboratory has a variety of safety, stop buttons and other sensors, 
preventing executing a movement when a human is in danger.  It  is impossible to jog the 
robot, if not all of the safety buttons are closed or enabling device or hold-to-run device is not 
activated. All emergency buttons are red-colored for easier recognition and rapid reaction.

One of the safety aspects is reducing the robot’s speed when jogging in manual mode. 
The robot will not start moving or will stop immediately, if the door magnet safety sensor 
(fig.04) is not actuated (the door is opened). This means that someone is in the safety zone 
and  a  potential  danger  exists.  The  robot  is  also  equipped  with  manual  emergency  stops 
(fig.05). If a human is in danger, the persons in the near should push the button. The robot 
will immediately intercept any movements. These emergency stops exist on the main board 
(fig. 06), on the teach pendant (fig. 02) and on the fence around the robot’s workplace (fig.05) 
(P. Coiffet and M. Chirouze 1983 and ABB).

Gate interlock
(fig. 04  )  
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Emergency stop button, placed on the fence
(fig. 05  )  

The front pane
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(motors on indicator, mode selector, emergency button, time counter)
(fig. 06)
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COMPUTER AIDED ENGINEERING

After the Bulgarian engineer John Vincent Atanasoff invented the first computer, a 
new era of engineering came.  The first computers had only the ability to calculate simple 
mathematical  equations  (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atanasoff).  In  a  very  few  years  the 
computing power of the machines was rapidly increased. At this stage of technology growth 
the  computers  can  help  the  engineers  to  solve  complex  tasks,  calculate  extremely  hard 
equations.  The  computers  can  be  used  for  simulating  and  programming  of  real-world 
machines. Every device can be created virtually on a computer and visualized on the screen. 
The engineer  would manipulate,  program and simulate  every movement  of  the robot  and 
achieve  results  which  will  avoid  most  of  the  unexpected  paths  and  unreachable  points 
(Liegeois 1984).

ROBOTSTUDIO

The ABB Company has developed specialized software to ease the programming and 
controlling  of  the IRB Robots.  Online and offline methods are  included,  also there is  an 
option to participate  in the online community,  where a lot  of questions and problems are 
discussed.  The  software  can  operate  with  wide  range  of  file  formats.  Here  is  the  list  of 
included converters: Inventor, IGES, VDA-FS, ProE, STEO, CATIA V4 and CATIA V5.

The software used for this project is RobotStudio 5.11. On the previous versions the 
teach pendant has been a virtual copy of the real one. In the new ABB IRB robots is used a 
new style (fig. 07) of the device and the old one, which is used for the real IRB 140 (fig. 02), 
is not available already. In spite of that, there is possibility for using the software correctly.

On  program  start,  a  window  is  opened,  asking  whether  to  use  online  or  offline 
programming. When choosing the offline mode, we have to decide whether to use a robot 
station, which is created before or to create a new one. There is a list of all existing ABB IRB 
robots.  After  choosing  the  appropriate  station,  the  software  loads  the  settings  and  three-
dimensional model of the real robot (fig. 08). It appears on the screen in a separate tab.
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For  better  simulation,  sometimes  it  is  necessary to  include  additional  devices  and 
objects. This is very easy, because in RobotStudio there is a big library of all ABB products, 
including IRC5 control modules, robots and robot’s equipment as robot pedestal, conveyors, 
paint rails, safety guards as interlocking doors, fences and even a wooden pallet. There is an 
option to include additional objects, created separately with CAD software. RobotStudio can 
recognize and use several file formats with extensions as: sat, igs, iges, stp, step, p21, vda, 
vdafs, model, exp, CATPart, CATProduct, prt, asm, ipt, rsgfx, wrl, vrml, vrml1, vrml2, jt, stl.

If it is necessary to program the robot online, on the starting window has to be selected 
the tab “online”. After that two options appeared – to connect immediately to the robot, or to 
configure a new robot controller. To use RobotStudio, it is necessary to connect the IRC5 
control  module  with computer.  This  should be made through serial  port  of  the computer 
(RobotStudio 5.11 Help file).

The new virtual flex pendant in RobotStudio 5.11
(fig. 07  )  
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The vi  rtual IRB 140 in RobotStudio 5.11  
(fig. 08  )  

www.radyor.com 
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PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

The  programming  language  used  for  automatic  control  of  ABB  robots  is  called 
“RAPID”. As RobotStudio software, this language is developed specially for the purpose of 
programming ABB Robots. It was necessary to create this language, because for moving the 
robots arm, are needed only several reserved words in a language. For example, if using Java 
or C++, there will be a lot of reserved words, included in the libraries which are not used. 
Using RAPID, the program source code is much more compact, easier to execute by the robot 
and simpler for the programmer to write such code. In the language are included reserved 
words,  which describe what  the human wants the robot to  do.  With  other  languages,  the 
motions and properties should be entered with much more reserved words, which make the 
source code longer and more complex. Also this would require faster processors or will cause 
slower program execution. 

Here are some specific data entries in RAPID.

MoveJ p10, vmax, z50, tool1;

This is the main motion syntax. MoveJ stands for causing the robot to move in joint 
motion. p10 is the name of the point to which the robot arm should move. The coordinates are 
stored in computers memory. Vmax is the speed which the robot will use for moving the end 
effector. z50 is the tolerance in distance which the robot could use in reaching the selected 
point in millimeters. tool1 stands for the tool that should be used. 

www.radyor.com 
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EXAMPLES

For programming  ABB IRB robots,  the  engineer  has  to  use RAPID programming 
language,  developed  by  ABB  Company.  To  create  this  project,  it  was  needed  to  create 
programs online and offline, to compare and describe the both methods.

Online

The files are saved in .txt format.

It was necessary to create a few programs in the way of learning how to control and 
program the ABB IRB 140 robot. The presented one is about packaging of beverage cans of 
500ml,  which  is  the  second  European  standard  used  for  holding  beer  and  other  drinks 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beverage_can ).  The application can be implemented in drink 
manufacturing company. 

Beer Packaging

The program was created in the robots laboratory of Coventry University, situated in 
MFG05. The needed equipment in the real factory doesn’t exist, so we assume that there is a 
conveyor on which the full beer cans are delivered to the robots workplace. They appear one 
by one in a row. The robot grips the first can from the conveyor and puts it in a box with 4 
places for a can. The first one is delivered to the first position and the gripper releases the 
drink.  Then the arm is going back to the conveyor  to grip the second can,  which will be 
delivered on another position in the box. When the first 4 cans are delivered, the box is full 
and has to be removed from the robots workplace and to be interchanged with an empty one. 
For this purpose in the system could be implemented sensor for weight or counter for cans. 
Possible error could exist if the beer cans are not delivered fast enough and the conveyor is 
empty. Then the robot will move to grip a can and place it in a box, but there will be no cans. 
To solve this problem another sensor should be included in the system on the end of the 
conveyor to check if there is a can. The most appropriate is laser beam. 

www.radyor.com 
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Source code

Instruction Motion description

MoveJ p10, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p20, vmax, z50, tool0; 
WaitTime 2;
Set DOGripper;
WaitTime 2;
MoveJ p10, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p40, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p50, vmax, z50, tool0;
WaitTime 2;
Reset DOGripper;
WaitTime 2;
MoveJ p40, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p10, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p20, vmax, z50, tool0;
WaitTime 2;
Set DOGripper;
WaitTime 2;
MoveJ p10, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p60, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p70, vmax, z50, tool0;
WaitTime 2;
Reset DOGripper;
WaitTime 2;
MoveJ p60, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p10, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p20, vmax, z50, tool0;
WaitTime 2;
Set DOGripper;
WaitTime 2;
MoveJ p10, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p80, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p90, vmax, z50, tool0;

WaitTime 2;

(move over the can on the conveyor)
(lower to the can)
(wait 2 seconds)
(pick up the can)
(wait 2 seconds)
(raise the can)
(move over the box in position 1)
(lower in position 1)
(wait 2 seconds)
(release the can)
(wait 2 seconds)
(raise up)
(move over the can on the conveyor)
(lower to the can)
(wait 2 seconds)
(pick up the can)
(wait 2 seconds)
(raise the can)
(move over the box in position 2)
(lower in position 2)
(wait 2 seconds)
(release the can)
(wait 2 seconds)
(raise up)
(move over the can on the conveyor)
(lower to the can)
(wait 2 seconds)
(pick up the can)
(wait 2 seconds)
(raise the can)
(move over the box in position 3)
(lower in position 3)

www.radyor.com 
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Reset DOGripper;
WaitTime 2;
MoveJ p80, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p10, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p20, vmax, z50, tool0;
WaitTime 2;
Set DOGripper;
WaitTime 2;
MoveJ p10, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p100, vmax, z50, tool0;
MoveJ p110, vmax, z50, tool0;
WaitTime 2;
Reset DOGripper;
WaitTime 2;
MoveJ p100, vmax, z50, tool0;

(release the can)
(wait 2 seconds)
(raise up)
(move over the can on the conveyor)
(lower to the can)
(wait 2 seconds)
(pick up the can)
(wait 2 seconds)
(raise the can)
(move over the box in position 4)
(lower in position 4)
(wait 2 seconds)
(release the can)
(wait 2 seconds)
(raise up)

Welding

The next  program is  about welding.  Half  tank was used as an object for welding. 
Assuming that the robot is equipped with a welding tool, it had to make movements around 
the tank, where the two parts overlap and would be welded together. In this program was 
necessary to be created straight and circular paths.

www.radyor.com 
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LCD Screen Positioning

This program can be used in TV set production line. The purpose is to set firmly a 
LCD screen onto the TV box. For using this program, it is necessary to equip the factory with 
additional devices, such as microcomputer,  measuring devices, special  end effector, which 
consists of four rods, vacuum devise for moving the LCD and one more end effector which 
will put glue onto the edges where the screen should be placed. Also appropriate software 
should be used on the microcomputer.

The robot is handling  the end effector and moving to the place for the window. The 
arm is putting the device between the four edges of the TV box. After that the end effector 
starts to move its four rods until they reached the corners of the TV set and are stopped by the 
body of the box. The rods are adjusting appropriate and as closer as possible to the edges. The 
microcomputer  is  storing  the  four  points  and  put  the  data  into  its  memory.  After  this 
manipulation, the robot is releasing this effector and takes the glue device. It moves along the 
path, created by concatenating the four points and puts glue on the plastic parts of the TV box. 
After that,  the robot is  releasing the glue-device and takes vacuum end effector,  made of 
rubber in the end. The arm is moving the end effector to the position where the LCDs are 
stored, the vacuum pump is actuated and the rubber device picks up a screen, brings it to the 
needed position and sticks it on.

The  program  reduces  the  possibility  of  errors  and  increases  the  repeatability  and 
accuracy of the robot. Similar programs can be used for accurate assembling of very small 
and other sensitive parts.

www.radyor.com 
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Offline

As was mentioned before,  offline method of programming has its  own pluses and 
minuses.  When programming offline,  it  is  not necessary to stop a robot, therefore all  the 
manufacturing process in a company. Every minute and every second a production line is not 
working this is a money loss. The only thing required for programming offline is a computer 
– a desktop PC or a laptop. And this is the biggest advantage. While programming in such 
way, the engineer can do his job at home, at the office and theoretically everywhere, even in 
the bus or airplane. Sometimes the robot is installed in noisy and dirty rooms, and this is not 
the best place for programming. The best results are achieved when the engineer is relaxed 
and nothing can disturb him. After all annoying circumstances are avoided, the programmer is 
supposed to concentrate and do his job fast, accurate and efficient. (Alain Liegeois 1984)

NEXT GENERATION

The ABB IRB 140 robot is not the last one. After this product, ABB produced many 
other robots.  The newest machines are equipped with Multimove and laser-sensing safety 
indicators. (www.abb.com)

ABB has launched a new robot controller, the fifth generation IRC5. One of its major 
features is MultiMove, a function that enables fully coordinated control of up to 36 axes, 
equal to four six-axis robots plus work positioners or other servo devices. This opens up new 
application areas with a combination of handling and processing robots, including balanced 
welding  and  multiple  robot  manipulation  to  increase  lifting  capacity  and/or  protect  large 
flimsy  workpieces.  Benefits  are  higher  relative  speeds,  minimal  in-cycle  waiting  and 
improved weld quality. Other features of the IRC5 are its modularity, with a logical split of 
control  and axis  drive  functions  and simple  two-cable  connection,  and a  completely  new 
ergonomically designed interface unit running under Windows CE.NET with full colour touch 
screen  and  Windows  menus  and  icons 
(www.emeraldinsight.com/10.1108/01439910410551791).

www.radyor.com 
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COMPARISON

There are a lot of robot manufacturing companies. The leaders are KUKA, ABB and 
IBM. Every company has developed special language for programming their devices. KUKA 
uses KRL (KUKA Robot Language), ABB uses mentioned before RAPID language and IBM 
created AML (A Manufacturing Language). 

CONCLUSIONS

The usual place where a robot can be implemented is in areas in which the job is 
monotonous, requires more force or in unfriendly environment. The main operation for which 
they  can  be  used  is  moving  parts  and  transportation  of  materials.  The  robots  are  very 
appropriate for the automobile industry. There is a need for 24 hours per day producing, a 
huge and heavy metal parts have to be moved. Some of the jobs are repetitive and boring 
therefore the human will do his job slower and less qualitative. The robot has no feelings or 
tiredness and will do the same job much faster and with better quality during all the time. 
Joseph Engelberger (1989).

Online vs. Offline

There are two ways for programming an IRB 140 robot. The engineer has to decide 
which one is more appropriate for use. There are many pros and cons for the both methods. 
The online programming requires a robot, which to be programmed, but the offline method is 
more suitable if the programmer wants to do his job far from the noise and dirt. When the 
engineer works offline, the created RAPID program could be tested before to be uploaded to 
the real robot. This prevents from stopping running the production line. 

www.radyor.com 
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APPENDICES

A.1 Table of used points in beer packaging RAPID program

Point Translation Rotation Configuration

p10

x:= 432.68
q1:= 0.016754 cf1:= -1

q2:= -0.343845 cf4:= 0
y:= -480.72

q3:= 0.938855 cf6:= -1
z:= 415.10

q4:= -0.006421 cfx:= 0

p20

x:= 432.68
q1:= 0.016754 cf1:= -1

q2:= -0.343845 cf4:= 0
y:= -480.72

q3:= 0.938855 cf6:= -2
z:= 155.10

q4:= -0.006421 cfx:= 0

p30

x:= 488.58
q1:= 0.016754 cf1:= 0

q2:= -0.343845 cf4:= -1
y:= 530.92

q3:= 0.938855 cfx:= 0
z:= 413.04

q4:= -0.006421 cfx:= 0

p40

x:= 488.57
q1:= 0.016754 cf1:= 0

q2:= -0.343845 cf4:= -1
y:= 530.89

q3:= 0.938855 cf6:= 0
z:= 161.14

q4:= -0.006421 cfx:= 0
p50

x:= 548.05
q1:= 0.016754 cf1:= 0
q2:= -0.343845 cf4:= -1

y:= 573.16
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q3:= 0.938855 cf6:= 0
z:= 382.08

q4:= -0.006421 cfx:= 0

p60

x:= 548.05
q1:= 0.016754 cf1:= 0

q2:= -0.343845 cf4:= -1
y:= 573.13

q3:= 0.938855 cf6:= 0
z:= 164.14

q4:= -0.006421 cfx:= 0

p70

x:= 537.06
q1:= 0.016754 cf1:= 0

q2:= -0.343845 cf4:= -1
y:= 475.20

q3:= 0.938855 cf6:= 0
z:= 413.16

q4:= -0.006421 cfx:= 0

p80

x:= 537.05
q1:= 0.016754 cf1:= 0

q2:= -0.343845 cf4:= -1
y:= 475.18

q3:= 0.938855 cf6:= 0
z:= 160.77

q4:= -0.006421 cfx:= 0

p90

x:= 582.62
q1:= 0.016754 cf1:= 0

q2:= -0.343845 cf4:= -1
y:= 516.86

q3:= 0.938855 cf6:= 0
z:= 429.69

q4:= -0.006421 cfx:= 0

p100

x:= 582.59
q1:= 0.016754 cf1:= 0

q2:= -0.343845 cf4:= -1
y:= 516.87

q3:= 0.938855 cf6:= 0
z:= 174.79

q4:= -0.006421 cfx:= 0
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A.2. Working range

Working range
(picture from www.abb.com)
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